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“THE DOUBLE PORTION OUTPOURING (PART V)”

Y

ea, the stork in the heaven knows her
appointed times; and the turtle and the
crane and the swallow observe the time of
their coming; but my people know not the
judgment of the LORD. Jeremiah 8:7
The times just ahead of us are both wonderful
and terrible. A major outpouring is getting
ready to take place very soon all over the
world. This will be the last outpouring and it will
bring about a bountiful harvest of souls. This
divine visitation will not occur as most people
believe, but will take place in the throes of
tremendous global upheaval. I am not sure as to
the exact order in which it will happen; before,
during or immediately after the difficult times
ahead, but it will take place.
The Lord is very merciful and compassionate
and will never allow adversity to overwhelm us
without giving us the opportunity to prepare and
get our house in order. Right now the Lord is
preparing this nation for His glory through
much repentance and intercession, which is
the way all revivals commence. This will lead
many to start living a life of the Spirit, wherein a
pure and holy visitation from the Lord will be
ushered in.
There is a church within a church rising up in
the midst of a corrupt, contaminated and worldly
religious system that is about to be manifested
for all to see. Many will be taken down from
their positions of authority because their
authority was not from the Lord. Those who
are righteous and have His heart will now be
promoted to take seats of authority in His
Kingdom. These are the company of overcomers
who have been prepared and made ready for

such a time as this. They will be wise beyond
understanding; they know the Lord and walk with
Him everyday.
These reigning sons of God have been
purged by fire, tested and have been found
faithful. They do not do things out of whim, fear
or human reasoning, but are moved by the Holy
Spirit. The rod of government and kingdom
authority resides with them. They move in
awesome signs and wonders, and carry a sword
in their mouths that divide soul and spirit, real
from fake, truth from error bringing healing,
judgment, salvation and unity.
They will prepare the bride of the Lamb with
battle strategy, and equip her with power from
on high to become a mighty warrior anointed for
battle. These anointed golden vessels will be
given counsel for spiritual warfare from behind
the veil about what must be diligently taught to
His people, and will proclaim the oracles of God
to the Church and to the world. Those who
heed their counsel will find much safety in
the treacherous times ahead.
The devil and the kingdom of darkness fear
their coming so much that they are trying every
way possible to stop or destroy them before they
are birthed, and their ministries reach full
potential. The Lord has shown me that this
glorious outpouring of His glory will not take
place in America without deep intercessory
prayer by His Church.
This is an awesome
privilege and a tremendous responsibility.
May the Lord grant His people the wisdom and
the understanding to grasp the seriousness of the
hour and do that which He has commissioned us
to do. Shalom my friends.

